Aiming at the digital information gap of Tianmen blue calico, which is the intangible cultural heritage of Hubei Province, this paper analyzes the technical feasibility of the content-based digital image retrieval system of blue calico, drawing the conclusion that efficient retrieval of images can be achieved by calculating the vector similarity of colour features. Four types of similar distances of blue calico digital images are calculated using the OpenCV Library. Analyzing and selecting the standards of calculation show a good foundation for the Tianmen blue calico digital image retrieval system based on content retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
Tianmen blue calico, which contains extremely profound artistic connotation, has been listed as the third batch of intangible cultural heritage of Hubei Province in June 2011.It has become an indispensable part of Chinese traditional culture.The author has sorted out hundreds of physical and picture information from Ming and Qing Dynasties, and saved a number pieces of paper patterns. However,the digitized research on Tianmen blue calico by using means of Content-Based Image Retrieval(CBIR) is still a blank. CBIR is one of the most widely researches in multimedia retrieval at present (Datta and Li, 2008) .In this work, advanced experiences and methods were absorbed and referenced. By the data researching of the Tianmen blue calico, the similarity of the image of blue calico is calculated and analyzed with the help of image's colour feature. OpenCV is used to design a prototypical content-based image retrieval system, which lays a good foundation to develop and achieve the goal of the image retrieval system and informatization of Tianmen blue calico in the future.
RELATED WORK

The Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
CBIR is an approximate matching technology essentially, with the integration of technological achievements of multi-fields, such as computer vision, image processing, image understanding (Li,2010) .The requirement of improved image processing methods to index increasing image database that results in an alarming need of content based image retrieval systems, which are search engines for images and also is an indexing technique for large collection of image databases (Kavita and Shanu,2016) .Its characteristics is to extract information cues directly from the media content and to analyze, extract features and index images automatically by computers (Yoo et al.,2012) .The implementation of CBIR mainly depends on the solving of two key technologies: the efficient extraction and efficient matching of image features (Meng and Guo,2004) .
The extraction of image feature
Based on analysis of the effects of compression to image feature extraction, a quantitive method is proposed to evaluate the effects of compression to image feature extraction. The feature of image is extracted, and change detection method is used to statist the effect of compression (Wang et al.,2013) .The expression of image feature is not only the basis technology of CBIR but also the main embodiment of visual information. It contains two meanings: firstly, the low-level features of the image information, such as the colour, shape, texture, spatial relations and so on;secondly,the semantic description of the image content, which is also called the high-level information of the image (Zhao,2010) .This paper mainly focuses on the extraction and matching of the colour feature in the low-level features.
The extraction of colour feature
Colour is the most intuitive physical characteristic of the image, regardless of the spatial position of the image. Sharma introduced to automate the process of extracting feature boundaries from colour images (Sharma et al.,2007) .This process is an attempt to eventually replace manual digitization process by computer assisted boundary detection and conversion to a vector layer in a spatial database. Incolor images, various features can be distinguished based on their colour.This paper takes colour histogram, which is an important statistical characteristics of the image, as the main extracted means of colour features (Swain and Ballard,1991) .It means that the certain quantitative methods are used to quantify the colour, then the proportions of different colours in the whole image were calculating mathematically. Colour histogram has invariant advantages of invariable translation, rotation and dimension etc (Li,2011) .Human perception of the shape is not only the result of a physiological response to the retina, but also the integrated result of the perception of the retina and the knowledge of the real world. As a result, the shape feature of the image is not only one of the important features of the image, but also an important feature of the semantic information. The shape feature of the image mainly has two kinds of representations: contour feature and regional feature.
Shape feature of the image
The shape of object and region is another important feature in the representation of image content and image retrieval (Meng and Guo,2004) .It is more suitable to extract shape features of image easily recognized. The representation of shape feature includes the representation of contour feature and the representation of regional feature. The former only uses the peripheral edge of the shape, while the latter uses the whole region (Mori et al.,2001) .Contour feature representation is suitable for the image that has clear edge, clear outline and easy to be extracted. Regional feature representation is to extract the characteristic of the interesting region by using the gray level distribution information in the image region (Dong et al.,2004) .
Segmentation of the image
In essence, the image is only the carrier of the image content. The image content is far more important than the image itself; however, there is no image content without image. It is just the same that we are interested in the content of the picture, but not the picture itself. Thus, the expression of shape features is based on the segmentation of objects or regions in the image. The current technology is unable to achieve the goal of accurate and robust automatic image segmentation. According to the characteristics and levels of knowledge, image segmentation can be divided into two categories: data driven and model driven. Data driven segmentation directly operates on the current image data, although it can also use previous knowledge, but not depend on knowledge; model driven segmentation is based on previous knowledge (Mori et al.,2001 ).
Image segmentation method based on model driven
Common model driven segmentation includes image segmentation, which are based on deformable template or on statistical shape model, in which the former is based on elastic mechanics. Whereas the latter is a method to construct the model of the training sample with the contour of the target object.
Image segmentation method based on data driven
Common data driven segmentation includes segmentation based on edge detection, region and the integration between edge and region and so on. The first one whose basic idea is to detect the image edge points, according to certain strategy, then connect contour, and finally forms region segmentation, whose difficulty lies in handling contradictions between anti-noise and the detection precision in the edge detection. The second one divides the space into different regions according to the characteristics of image data. The common methods are threshold method, region growing method, clustering method, relaxation method and so on. The threshold method divides the pixel into several categories by setting different threshold, so as to achieve the purpose of segmentation, whose difficulty lies in setting the threshold. To improve the traditional threshold method, there are the local threshold, fuzzy threshold, random threshold and so on. (According to the characteristics of Tianmen blue calico, this thesis applied the improved adaptive threshold method into image segmentation, and make comparative study of different results produced by based on edge detection method, discusses and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the local adaptive threshold method of blue calico image segmentation.
The matching of colour feature
Different from the precise matching of conventional text-based image retrieval technology, CBIR uses the approximate matching technology of different features. Therefore, the measurement of two images' similarity is converted to the problem of the similarity in the feature space. That is to regard the visual feature as a point in the vector space, by calculating the degree of closeness between two points (Shoham,1993) .In the measure of image similarity, we can use the image's feature vectors to calculate the similar distance (Zhai,2010) .The image similarity measure is very important to determine the correspondence between images in order to quantify the accuracy of image registration. The selection of the image similarity measure requires a trade-off between speed and performance. In the current state of the art, fast similarity measures are unable to cope with complex relationships between image intensity values. Currently, the most popular image similarity measures are based on information theory because of their property to find predictable relationship between image intensity values. Hegely and Lang (2015) introduced optimization of a batch extractive distillation process with off-cut recycle. Yang et al., (2014) discussed the design and research of a creative automatic bouncing socket. Li introduced application fuzzy control in PV-storage distributed generation system. This paper focuses on the characteristics of blue calico's design patterns, using different similar distances to measure the degree of similarity between them, then analysing and comparing its impacts on matching of the image's colour feature of blue calico.
Color space and related technologies
The expression of color features depends on the color space. Color space is a way to represent the color by means of mathematical method, it is usually used to point out and produce color. Such as for human vision, to define the colors by hue, saturation and transparency; to display device, the use of red, green and blue phosphor luminescence quantity to describe color. The color space used in this paper is HSV color space. Usually, the image color feature extraction(256*256*256) is a kind of color scale or spatial distribution, and its calculation is simple, but the amount of calculation is large. It can effectively improve the efficiency of application based on the human eye to color sensitivity, in does not affect the image distortion and the retrieval performance based on the appropriate algorithm to reduce the amount of calculation, namely, the color space were quantified. Color quantization is a set of color representation of the image of the color space, and then determines the color space to the selected color set of the mapping. Color quantization mainly consists of two steps:(1) construction of the color table. (2)color mapping. The quantization of color space usually has two kinds of uniform quantization and non uniform quantization.
Uniform quantization of color space
The uniform quantization of color space is divided into a number of small color space, each cell is a histogram of the bin. The distribution proportion and spatial distribution of each bin of the color space are calculated by the uniform quantization of color space. It is obvious that the number of bin is more, the histogram of the color resolution ability is stronger, but the corresponding calculation is bigger, the efficiency and performance of the related application is lower, and vice versa. In the perception of color, people's visual features are not uniform, therefore, for the color based image retrieval, uniform quantization may produce errors.
Non uniform quantization of color space
Color space of non-homogeneous quantization by reducing the pixel number less bin number(the proportion of color in the minority) and strengthen the pixel days most B in the proportion of color majority) to construct the image color feature, that emphasizes the main image color and ignore the secondary colors;the method not only make the main color of the bin full expression of the color of most of the pixels in the image,but also the color histogram of noise sensitivity is reduced, effectively improve application efficiency.
THE STUDY OF THE IMAGE SIMILARITY OF TIANMEN BLUE CALICO
This paper mainly takes the photos and patterns of Tianmen blue calico as experimental subjects, with the Canon digital camera as the data acquisition equipment and the digital photos of which has a high resolution and low noise, which is entirely satisfying the test requirements.
Setting up of OpenCV based on Java EE
Computer vision technology can replace the human eye with the camera and computer, whose function is the division, classification, recognition, tracking, and discriminant decision making (Wan et al.,2014) .OpenCV is a cross-platform computer vision library, which can run on Linux, Windows and Mac OS operating systems.It consists of a series of C functions and a few C++ classes. The latest version provides support for API of Java, so that Java can easily use the OpenCV library (Yaoet al.,2006) .In this paper, under the Ubuntu Linux and Eclipse, the Java EE and OpenCV are organically combined together. In addition, the MVC of Java EE also provides users with a good user interface, which lay a foundation for the realization of the content-based image retrieval system of Tianmen blue calico.
The image preprocessing
The image preprocessing is divided into the following parts: the gray processing of design patterns, the filtering de-noising processing of design patterns and the normalization of design patterns. The gray processing patterns combine the method of weighted value. The conversion formula of conventional gray degree is as followed:
Where Gray (i, j) is the gray value of the (i, j) point.
According to the peculiarity of blueprint cloth that it only has two colours:blue and white, we highlight the importance of blue colour from the view of human physiology, finally determining to take the following formula with a large number of tests:
In addition, the images of Tianmen blue calico captured by the digital camera contain a large amount of noises, such as the warp and weft of the cloth itself,the wear abrasion because of long-term storage, etc. A lot of practices show that aiming at this type of noise, median filtering has a better de-noising effect.
Finally, in order to facilitate the comparison of the characteristics of the blue calico, it must have the normalization processing. The format conversion should be done in advance with the software tool; then the size normalization is to resize the image into a uniform size, besides, this technology is the existing technology and here is no need to repeat. In practical applications, there is no uniform digital standards between blue and white colour of the blue calico, resulting in the irregularity of blue and white colour. In the normalization processing of digitized images, the blue RGB value {29, 33, 70} and the white RGB value {251,255,255} of digital design patterns are proposed as the colour standards of Tianmen blue calico, in order to avoid the impact on the digital image causing by some external factors like the ray of light, which will affect the confirming of the similarity value of colour feature vectors and the colour feature vectors of standard patterns.
The uniform quantization in the HSV colour space
Experiments randomly selected digitized image of pretreated blue calicos image, which uses the method of cvtColor in OpenCV to convert from RGB to HSV, subsequently quantized the space of HSV color.
The non-uniform quantization in the HSV colour space
The non-uniform quantization of HSV colour space is used to reduce the number of bin with smaller number of pixels and increase the number of bin with the biggest number of pixels(majority proportion of colour) to construct the image's colour feature (Yu and Li, 2014) .The retrieval method based on colour features not only needs choose the right expression of colour features ,but also choose the colour space for the expression of colour features. The HSV colour space is relatively close to the human perception of colour vision, therefore, the use of cvtColour of OpenCV is more easily to convert the image of blue calico from the RGB to HSV colour space. Besides, in allusion to the feature of Tianmen blue calico, it only has blue and white colour. The non-uniform quantization of its images can not only be conducive to the full expression of the main colour of blueprint cloth, but also effectively reduce the sensitiveness of the colour histogram to noises, which can efficiency improve the vectors' extraction, analysis, matching and other related applications.
On the basis of HSV color space and human visual perception, this thesis does with the characteristics of blue cloth as follows:
(1)White area: when all S12%,andV83,it is the color of white; that is to say, H=0, S=0, V=1.
(2)Black area: when all S18%,it is the color of black; that isH=0, S=0, V=0.
(3)Colored area: Apart from the fact that white and black area is colored, the H,S,V values remain unchanged.
While making a non-uniform quantization of H into eight sections, and S and V is divided into a black area, gray area, and colored regions. What's more, making a further quantization in the color and gray areas according to different ranges of color and subjective color perception in the proportion of H:S:V=8:3:3.Then the HSV space will be divided separately into Qh*Qs*Qv color space, in which Qh, Qs, Qv are respectively quantization levels of H,S,V, and it is also divided into 72 color areas, which means quantitated 72 bin. After the quantization of color space according to the above quantization level, all the color compounded into one dimensional vector, that is to say 3 color components will compound into one dimensional feature vector, the structure of one dimensional feature vector, the formula as follows:
In this case, Qs and Qv are respectively quantization level of the components and V.In this thesis, Qs and Qv are both 3,thus according to the prevailing of the H, S, V in the one dimensional vector, through G we can get the one dimensional color histogram of 72bin,and the value of D ranges between [0, 71] .
Images of blueprint cloth
To measure the similarity of two images is essentially to measure the similarity of the two images in the feature space. Therefore, in order to study the similarity of the image of blue calico, one aspect is to extract image features of blueprint cloth. Through analyzing a large number of blue calico's images, it shows that the colour of Tianmen blue calico is few, but its design patterns are various.It is very difficult to extract its features of texture and shape. Therefore, we choose the colour feature to extract in the extraction of image features of blueprint cloth.
After the non-uniform and uniform quantization of images of blue calico in the HSV colour space, we use the function of calcHist() in the environment of Java EE to calculate the colour histogram of this graph, as shown in Figure 1 . From figure (a-2) and (b-2) contrast HSV color space quantization and non-uniform quantization after extraction of the histogram, obvious difference was found: (1)uniform quantized histogram of color is mainly prominent no non-uniform quantized histogram obviously; (2)color noise impact on uniformly quantized histogram is greater than that of non-uniform quantized histogram.
The similarity of colour histogram of blue calico
Measuring image similarity is important for a number of image processing applications. The goal of research in objective image similarity assessment is to develop quantitative measures that can automatically predict perceived image similarity (Li and Qian,2015) .Data indicating is the wide method to calculate the similar distances of image features. There are four different distances to calculate the degree of similarity of colour feature vectors with the method of compare HIst in the OpenCV library (Woebbecke and Meyer,1995) : 3. 6.1 Correlation, the similar distance
This distance reflects the correlation coefficient of two histograms. If the coefficient is the same, the value is 1; inversely, it is approximate to 0.The range is [1, 0).
Chi-Square, similar distance
This distance reflects the chi-square of two histograms. The value is 0 if they are same, and the degree of similarity is [0, + inf).
6. 3 Intersection similar distance d(H , H ) = min(H (I),H (
This similar distance shows the similarity of two histograms and the greater the number is, the more similar they are. The degree of the similarity is [0, + inf).
Bhattacharyya similar distance
In the Bhattacharyya similar distance compared by the normal distribution of Bhattacharyya.
(a) (b)(c) Figure 2 . Three random images of Tianmen blue calico.
After the image pre-processing and the non-uniform quantization of HSV colour space, we calculate the four similar distances of histogram with the method of compare HIst in the OpenCV library, and compare results of these four different similar distances. In this paper, we take three random images of blueprint cloth with high similarity in Figure2. In figure 2 ,the first image (a) has a high similarity with the second one (b), but the brightness of (a) is different from the second (b) and the third one (c); both (b) and (c) have a similar brightness but the similarity of image content is not very high. It is much easier to distinguish the first image with the third image than to distinguish the second image with the third image. The latter two should be observed carefully, which the surface features of the second image and the third image are closer than first image and the third image. By calculating the degree of its similarity with these four types of similar distances, we make a conclusion shown in Table 1 .
CONCLUSION
From Table 1 ,we can show that the similarity degree between the second image and the third image is a litter higher than the first. But the similarity value indicates that the sensitiveness of brightness on blue calico in the similar distances of Intersection and ChiSquare are higher than that of Correlation and Bhattacharyya. The results are all coincided with conclusions with the naked eye. And the difference of numerical value in the similar distance of Intersection is less obvious, which indicate that the degree of sensitiveness of Intersection is less than other three ones. Hence, the distance on the content similarity of blue calico is too sensitive. The result also show that, comparing with the other three similar distances, the similar distance of Correlation is more suitable to describe the similar distance of colour feature vectors of blueprint cloth. On the basis of a large number of experiments on blue calico digital image, using non-uniform quantization of HSV color space, extraction of histogram is significantly quicker than using uniform quantization .The reason is that non-uniform quantization of HSV puts emphasis on the blue calico patterns of primary colors--blue and white, thereby significantly reducing the steps of computation, improving the speed. What's more, using non-uniform quantization to extract the histogram of the main color sensitivity was significantly higher than that of the uniform quantization. Last but not least, non-uniform quantization of HSV color space to extract histogram can not only improve the sensitivity of main color feature, but also effectively decrease interference of other color noise on the color characteristics. And in the environment of Java EE,to develop the contentbased image reare all supported totrieval system of Tianmen blue calico combining the OpenCV library,it has advantages of fast speed in the image processing and the reliable technology, but also the stable system, which completely meeting the developing requirements.
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